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First results of experimental investigations confirming the possibility of obtaining negative
pressures measured during flashing of water were published by Briggs 1 in 1950, then by

Borkar et al.2 in 1977 .The results provide a testimony that the bulk viscosity of a two-phase
system in the first stage of flashing can assume considerable values. The present paper is

devoted to modeling of evolution of kinetic, or hydraulic pressure ph = ! trP. , where P. is a
3 l} l}

pressure tensor .The kinetic pressure undergoes relaxation to the thermodynamic pressure p
which is always positive.
it is ShOWll that the equation to describe the evolution of ph can be obtained based on
Classical Irreversible Thermodynamics (CIT) in the form

(1)

where Lij are the phenomenologÝcal coefficÝents, and L22 corresponds to the bulk vÝscosÝty

L~~ = -C ..U, and ll -are chemÝcal potentÝals of the lÝQuÝd and vapor respectÝvelv and ow ;
'''' .g 8z.

ý

denotes divergence of velocity. The equation (1) says that the generalized thermodynamic
flux pv = ph -p is effected by two thermodynamic forces, namely the difference of the

chemical potentials J.lý -J.lg and the relative rate of change of flow volume v(t ) which is

expressed by OW; At the same time, another thermodynamic flux of the zero tensorial rank-

azi

dx
, where x stands for the dryness fractÝon, Ýs also a functÝon of the same forces and Ýs

dt
expressed Ýn the followÝng form
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j; = ~ = Lýý~ý -j.lg
dt

A different form of the evolution equation for pv can be derived from Extended Irreversible

Thermodynamics (EIT), namely

~ ) ôw.ph -p h -+L --!-B d + p -p = L21 ~1 'Ug 22 Bz .

p dt . (3)
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where B x means the relaxation time prescribed to rate of evaporation j; .

The third equation applied to describe the evolution of ph is taken from a simple expansion
ofthe equilibrium -thermodynamic pressure P

dPh

dt

ph -p
(5)--
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However the paper also exhibits differences in evolution of ph during flashing of water as
found from these three approaches.
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